
CONTEMPORARY SHADING 
BRICKWORK

Like under a Mango tree
The architecture is focused to create a good 
working environment for the workers, with 
shadowed and daylit areas. The brick as building 
material is used around the world, over 3 billion 
people lives or works in buildings made of earth. 
The idea is to create a building where the wall´s 
horisontal articulation shows the important of 
the layered earth. The building deign is an inter-
pretation of the contemporary local architecture 
combined with modern low tech solutions. 

Light coloured gravel    40 mm
Water keeping layer    20 mm 
Protection layer    5 mm
Trapetzoid sheet  and insulation  150 mm
 

Roof construction

Perforated clay brick wall   108 mm
Reinforced steel bar   120 mm

Clay brick single leaf bond  108 mm
Air cavity    440 mm
Existing concrete beam   300 mm
Clay brick single leaf bond  108 mm 

Wall construction 

Sky light in half of the office
Lights    
Radiant copper cooling tubes    
  

Ceiling office

North Facade

Clay brick gutter as sunshading

Clay brick single leaf bond  108 mm
Air cavity    440 mm
Existing concrete beam   300 mm
Clay brick single leaf bond  108 mm 

Clay brick single leaf bond  108   mm
Air cavity    440  mm
Recycled bricks from the old factory  120   mm 
Water protection layer    5       mm
White tiles 300 x 300    12      mm
 

Wall construction 

Wall construction 

Existing concrete slab  Appr 300 mm
Water protection layer  5   mm
New layer lean concrete  50 mm
 

Hand made natural stone layer
Gravel
 

SECTION SCALE 1:25

South Facade

DETAIL SECTION
View from the central shaded communication

 Local material, new contemporary form

MATERIAL AND CONSTRUCTION

CONSTRUCTION

MATERIAL

Local building tradition 
Rational buildings in Paraguay is often 
built with a concrete framework, brick 
walls and a lightweight steel frame roof 
construction which is the is applied 
design here.
The openings are constructed as brick 
boxes instead of holes in a wall. This 
also creates a natural shading with deep 
nishes.

Suspended brick wall
The perforated brick wall hangs in the 
roof truss and the bricks are layed on 
the suspended steelbeam. 

Perforated brick facade
The walls covering the administration 
building and the laboratory is made 
with a perforated technique. The bricks 
have the meassures 528 x 36 x 108 mm 
which makes it possible to build a wall 
with holes with overlaping stones. The 
ready brick wall woo 

Local material
The local and cheapest material in Para-
guay is clay bricks. It´s produced in the 
whole country and the local knowledge 
of the material is high.
Today in the world half of the popula-
tion or approximately 3 billion people 
in 6 continents lives or works in build-
ings constructed of earth.
It´s an important challange to work 
with a material so old and widely 
spread and with such a context as in 
Paraguay. It´s also benefits qualitys as 
high durability and low or none main-
tainance.
The bricks are made from local clay and 
with old traditional methods which 
makes it a sustainable material when 
considering the life cycle analyse. 


